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its the first day of school and the textbooks wont be in for at least another
week meanwhile what can the panicked teacher scrape up for class materials on
another occasion the term is obviously a little longer than the text can make
provisions for what can the teacher use during the last two weeks of school if the
ESL or EFL program is sufficiently prepared to receive it CNN newsroom can
rescue nearly every intermediate through advanced ESL materials deficient situation

what is CNN newsroom
every monday through friday at 345 AM eastern time USA a

fifteen minute commercial free cable delivered news program is aired via cable
throughout the world on the regular CNN TV channel unfortunately copyright
laws restrict videotaping and later classroom exhibition of most programming
including regular CNN however fortunately since august 14 1989 turner
educational services inc TESI has been airing a daily program for classroom use

any school may use this program free of charge the only requirement being to

fill out and mail a simple and free school enrollment and licensing form to
turner educational services one CNN center box 105366 atlanta georgia
30348536630348 USA5366 the form may be obtained by calling 180034462191 upon800
enrolling
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may tape CNN newsroom at school or at home for use in their
classrooms and the tapes may be kept as long as they are needed provided they are
used only within the enrolled schools curriculum and any country that has access
to CNN through cable also receives CNN newsroom and may take advantage of the
educational opportunities that accompany it

when the new service was first provided turner signified his generous
intentions as follows we want teachers to use CNN newsroom as they see fit so

we will not ask any school or teacher to sign a contract CNN newsroom will be a
public service of TBS and the cable industry without ads we will offer our nations
schools the best that CNNs 1600 superb television journalists can provide with our
21 bureaus worldwide and our extensive network of international and domestic
broadcast affiliates we will provide free teaching aids daily by electronic mail then
well let teachers and students decide whether to join in as quoted by james M

haney in 1989 at the annual meeting of the speech communication association in
a paper entitled TV 101 good broadcast journalism for the classroom

though CNN newsroomsNews intendedrooms audience seems to be principally middle and
secondary schools because of the usually slightly simpler news context CNN
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newsroom is easily adaptable for ESL or EFL audiences the fifteen minute
broadcast includes a short 40 second to I11 minute catchy opener usually announcing
three news headlines which is followed by the days 3 to 4 minute top story

video or sequential pictures may then roll across the screen which often relate to

the top story or desk presentation always with background music obviously with
american middle and high school youth in mind and the news in words flowing by
in timed reading fashion at the bottom of the screen

A similar type of news presentation is the on this day in ie 1960 special
historical events series wherein three to four events that occurred on this given day

are described in pictorial and written form with background music another is the
can you name this country map and sequential picture series with descriptive

words about the country its culture andor historical events each days news also
includes a few minutes of a news desk scheduled thematically as follows future
desk on monday international desk on tuesday business on wednesday
science desk on thursday and editors desk on friday finally our world is

a daily feature of issues interesting to most youth in united states schools

supplemental teaching aids
to supplement the broadcast free teaching aids are provided daily by such

independent electronic mail services as those followingmostlyfollowing formostly a nominal
transmission fee MCI mail xpressxchange GTE education fredmailFrEd americaMail
on line learning link members such as the national introlinkIntro aslink well as numerous
state specific guide carriers recently the guidelines have also been available by

around 400 AM US eastern time via electronic mail through subscription to

majordomotenetedu and a message body requesting subscribe cnnann newsroom

each set of guidelines begins with a program rundown of what is included in the
15 minute broadcast including time lengths for each news section so that a teacher
will know how a section of news will fit into a limited class period A short
vocabulary list is followed by substantial groups of discussion questions and then
usually by a student activity section such as completing a chart doing further
interview or library research doing an experiment completing an inventory filling
in blanks with jumbled CNN newsroom headline words or responding with
opinionated answers to discussion questions

creating ESL related guidelines
As the guidelines are predominantly prepared with US middle and high school

students in mind most ESL teachers prefer to prepare their own comprehension
materials that will build their students vocabulary and understanding from a more
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multilingualmulti multilingual cultural perspective for example the march 22 1994
guidelines spotlighted only ten significant words in our adaptation for inhousein

use
house

fifty two new regular vocabulary words were added thirty nine names of places
people companies etc and six idiomatic phrases including tinker with stuff get
some training under their belts and hard to come by

our inhousein ESLhouse guidelines almost always include a leading multiple choice
question wherein students select the three news headlines among five or six options

the questions immediately following are usually easy truefalsetrue orfalse multiple choice
thereafter students begin to fill in blanks with significant numbers identifications
and ideas or events often a matching exercise is included involving people places
achievements and events in a particular news story some open ended question
sections conclude the questionnaire one for reading compre- hension and another for
speaking interviews classroom discussions or writing assignment topics

teachers may opt to create their own grammar discussion or pronunciation
oriented exercises A typical grammar exercise may include the script of a selected
news story with blanks where the base forms of given verbs are to be written in

correct form and tense or as a script with articles incorrectly used and xs at the end
of each line wherein an article error is to be found by the student discussion type
questions may relate the news to the students home countries and cultures
pronunciation may be enhanced by class repetition of the vocabulary words in
imitation of the teachers articulation indeed the types of exercises which an ESL
teacher can create are quite open and endless

in creating ESL related activities captioned CNN newsroom videotapes are
generally felt necessary in order to obtain correct name spellings as comprehension
questions grammar exercises and topic discussion questions are prepared and in
fact captioning is also helpful to the students in the development of certain skills

for example the sound could be turned off and the captioned message left for the
students reading practice or the sound and captions can be combined for
pronunciation improvement if an educators TVCR unit was made before july
1993 a closed captioning decoder unit can be attached to the VCR to record the video

with permanent captions otherwise the decoders are builtinbuilt toin the TVCR also
since all news including CNN newsroom is presented very quickly a device to
copy the text from closed captioned programming directly to a PC or mac is useful
for then the captioned text can be printed for teachers questionnaire preparation andor
students comprehension development such a device can be obtained through
pacific lotus technology inc 411 108th avenue NE suite 235 bellevue WA
98004 1 800 243 271018002432710.18002432710

A noncaptionedcaptionednon version of newsroom can also be provided for advanced listening
classes and is valuable in respect to the fact that closed captioning often overlays and

as
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thus blocks out important original CNN captions below head figures and other
originally printed screen messages

finally if desired for some unusual reason still another videotaped version could
be produced with the picture blanked out for listening comprehension without
nonverbal gesture support

networking and other possibilities
yes if the school is enrolled CNN newsroom could save the day in an urgent

materials deficient situation but one does not have to wait for an urgent situation
until students are permitted to benefit from the up to date vocabulary and content
newsroom has to offer almost any ESL or EFL program can make this dependable
broadcast part of its curriculum with teachers rotating the responsibility to create
general comprehension questions discussion topics idiom usage studies andor
grammar exercises

upon creation these exercises can be exchanged within a local network of other
teachers within one ESL program or among several international ESLEFL programs
whose educators make use of worldwide electronic mail

what is more once an educator gets started with newsroom she will find that
educational opportunities do not end there indeed turner educational services inc
TESI also offers interactive distance online resources and low cost

educational videos videodiscsvideo CDROMSCDdiscs etcROMS as found in TESIs publication
television technology and teaching t3

the boundaries are certainly limitless when an educator begins to use CNN
newsroom it is only appropriate that we as ESL and EFLEEL educators and students
take the opportunity to extend our appreciation totd turner educational services inc
for making these resources available and affordable
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